Nonlinear Schrödinger equation: setup and applications
The nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation [1, 2, 3] is a prototypical dispersive nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE) that has been central for almost four decades now to a variety of areas in Mathematical Physics. It is an equation for a complex field u(x, t) of the form:
u is the complex field whose spatio-temporal evolution we are interested in probing. The subscript t denotes temporal partial derivative.
The PDE of Eq. (1.1) is a ubiquitous envelope wave equation [3] which arises in a variety of diverse physical contexts. The relevant fields of application may vary from optics and propagation of the (envelope of) the electric field in optical fibers [4, 5] , to the self-focusing and collapse of Langmuir waves in plasma physics [6, 7] and the behavior of deep water waves and freak waves (the so-called rogue waves) in the ocean [8, 9] .
While there has been a vast amount of literature on the NLS over the past forty years, both on the physical and the mathematical aspects of the equation, the subject has been the focus of renewed attention in the past few years, predominantly due to the developments in nonlinear optics and soft-condensed matter physics. In the optical context, the experimental developments on arrays of coupled optical waveguides [10, 11] have drawn a lot of attention to the discrete NLS model (where the Laplacian operator above is substituted by its difference analog-see also Eq. (2.7) below). On the other hand, the experimental realization of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) and their mean field modeling by the so-called Gross-Pitaevskii equation [12] , which is an NLS equation with external potentials, has opened new avenues for the study of NLS-type equations. In the optical context, the NLS arises when using an envelope wave approximation to Maxwell's equation (see e.g. [2, 3] ), assuming that the medium where light propagates is subject to the socalled Kerr effect (where the refractive index depends on the intensity of the optical pulse). In BECs, the cubic nonlinearity arises from the particle-particle interaction in dilute alkali atoms. In the latter case, the external potentials mentioned above are, typically, in the form of either a parabolic in space magnetic trapping [12, 13] or a periodic in space, the so-called optical lattice trapping [14] . For periodic potentials either in BECs or in optical waveguide arrays, discrete models can be derived self-consistently, using an expansion in the basis of the underlying linear periodic problem [15, 16] . Additionally, other types of potentials such as linear potentials [17] , expulsive potentials [18] and more complicated polynomial potentials [19] are now experimentally feasible, giving rise to the need for a mathematical analysis of 128 BOOK REVIEWS these settings. Both in the BEC and in the optical setting, continuum and discrete solitons have been monitored in numerous experiments in one spatial dimension. Moreover, experimental capabilities are already allowing the observation of twodimensional discrete solitons and vortices in optical materials [20] , as well as in BECs [13] .
Some mathematical background
Eq. (1.1) is a Hamiltonian system with infinite degrees of freedom under the Hamiltonian flow
obtained through:
where the standard Poisson brackets have been used.
The dynamics of Eq. (1.1) have a variety of particularly interesting features. For example, except for the conservation of the energy of Eq. (2.1) above, there is a number of additional invariances:
• if we use the transformation u → v = ue is where s is space and time independent, then the equation for v is the same as the one for u. This is a phase degeneracy/invariance in the system. The generator of the corresponding invariance is found as v ≈ u+δu, with δu = isu (the leading order expansion of the exponential). Using Noether's theorem (see e.g. sec. 2.2 in [3] ), it can be obtained that
is conserved, i.e., that the L 2 norm is conserved by the dynamics of Eq. (1.1). This has a meaningful physical interpetation in the applications of the model such as e.g. in optics or Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) since in the former it means that the power of the beam is conserved, while in the latter it denotes the physically relevant conservation of the number of atoms in the condensate. This invariance is often referred to as the phase or gauge invariance of the NLS.
• Spatial translation x → x + δx also leaves Eq. (1.1) invariant. This leads to the conservation of linear momentum of the form:
Hence, translational invariance results in momentum conservation. For higher dimensional problems, there is one such conservation law per translationally invariant direction.
• In two spatial dimensions, there is an additional symmetry, namely the socalled conformal invariance of the NLS equation according to which if we use l(t)
with a(t) = −ldl/dt, then the equation remains invariant. This invariance with respect to rescalings of the solution leads to the very interesting phenomena of focusing and self-similar wave collapse in higher dimensional NLS equations studied in detail in [3] .
We now turn to the special case of one-dimensional NLS which is well-known to be integrable. The integrability of this particular case means that apart from the above integrals of motion, there are infinitely many others. The unusual feature of such an integrable nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE) is that once the initial data is prescribed, we can solve the PDE for all times [1, 2] . The nonlinear wave solutions to such PDEs are often referred to as solitons, because they are solitary coherent structures (i.e., nonlinear waves) which emerge unscathed from their interaction with other such structures.
Such standing wave solutions can be straightforwardly obtained in an explicit form (e.g. for σ = −1):
where Λ is the frequency of the wave, x 0 the initial position of its center and c its speed. Notice that for these solutions the additional invariance of Eq. (1.1) under a Galilean transformation has been used. This allows us to boost a stationary solution to one with any given speed c. The solutions with c = 0 are often referred to as standing waves or as breathers (because of their periodicity in time and exponential localization in space).
As discussed above, oftentimes the physical applications where the NLS equation arises impose either an explicitly discrete or "effectively discrete" (i.e., continuum but with a spatially periodic potential) setting. Therefore it is relevant to study discrete (i.e., differential-difference) forms of the NLS equation. The most direct such example is of the form:
where the overdot denotes temporal derivative and n is now the index of the spatial lattice. However, this discrete NLS equation (DNLS) is not integrable and hence, in some sense, less straightforwardly amenable to mathematical analysis; in Eq. (2.7),
2 , where h is the spacing of the discrete lattice. A notable exception to the above comment is the development of the anti-continuum limit (as h → ∞) by Mackay and Aubry [21] , near which perturbation theoretic arguments and implicit function theorem type considerations are applicable.
However, an alternative integrable type of discretization of the NLS equation was proposed by one of the authors of the present book in [22] and is accordingly often referred to as the Ablowitz-Ladik NLS (AL-NLS) equation of the form:
Eq. (2.8) also has explicit standing as well as travelling soliton solutions. We do not give their detailed form here, but they can be found on p. 84 of [2] . In the limit as h → 0, naturally these approach the continuum limit of Eq. (2.6) above. The integrability of Eq. (2.8) makes it a fertile starting point for developing relevant perturbation theory from this well-understood limit for the existence and stability of the solitary waves [23] .
Finally, another variant of the NLS equation of both physical and mathematical interest is the case of vector such equations, which was first analyzed by Manakov in [24] (and hence is often referred to as the Manakov system) in the form:
The one-dimensional dynamics of Eqs. (2.9)-(2.10) is also integrable, and there also exist integrable discretizations thereof (developed by two of the authors of the present book) [25] .
The role of the present book
The above developments have, to a considerable extent, been mirrored in a variety of texts addressed primarily to the physics community, such as [26] in the optics context and [27, 28] in the soft condensed-matter physics framework. However, what was missing was a more mathematical text that discusses the underlying partial differential and differential-difference equations and the mathematical theory that allows us to construct and examine solutions of such models.
The present book fills in a substantial part of that gap. Written by experts on continuum and discrete integrable equations (in fact, its authors have contributed to a considerable extent to the development of such equations), it covers a significant volume of mathematical theory formulated on the basis of the inverse scattering transform.
The text starts with a brief introduction on the physical applications of the continuum and discrete NLS equation, as well as the vector NLS equation. While by no means extensive (since this is out of the scope of the text), the introduction will serve as a very useful reference to the reader, for further bibliography on (both mathematical and physical aspects of) the subject. It also gives a flavor of how some of the relevant models are derived through appropriate asymptotic expansions.
The rest of the book follows a very well structured pattern for each one of the equations of interest, namely the continuum NLS equation in one spatial dimension, its discrete AL-NLS analog, then the vector continuum NLS equation (Manakov system) and finally its discrete vector analog. In particular, to make it pedagogically accessible, the equation is first presented, then the Lax pair (whose compatibility condition yields the equation) is derived; subsequently the direct (derivation of the so-called Jost functions) and inverse scattering problem are analyzed, obtaining the explicit form of the regular soliton solutions. Higher order soliton solutions and soliton interactions are also analyzed in this context. Finally, the Hamiltonian structure of the model and some of its physically important conserved quantities are discussed.
Finally, a number of appendices exist which provide supplementary material on issues that may be less directly accessible to the reader, such as the scattering theory for discrete equations with a number of integrable equation examples. Another direction covered in the appendices resonates well with the program whose importance we have stressed above (namely the study of NLS equations for physical applications with external potentials). In particular, the NLS equation in the presence of a linear potential is studied both in the continuum and the discrete case, and its integrability is illustrated.
Overall, we believe that the text will provide a significant addition to the NLS literature and will become a standard reference for the study of discrete and continuum, one-component or multi-component such equations. The development of the inverse scattering formalism based on the Riemann-Hilbert approach presented in the text can be traced for the individual models in various research papers, but has not previously been compiled and included in a single, self-contained text from a more pedagogical point of view (and including numerous details). The latter, we feel, will make the text a substantial study guide and reference for graduate students and young mathematicians, as well as for more seasoned researchers in this field.
